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Since 1985. AIJU. Technological 
Institute for Children’s Products & 
Leisure, European research institution, 
focused on children research and also 
design for all.

Our Institution

AIJU

Children’s Safety Child & Families user



Our work

Research projects focused on Inclusive play

GAME CONSOLE ADAPTED FOR 
THE REHABILITATION OF CHILDREN 
WITH NEURO-MOTOR DISABILITIES

DOLLS FOR ALL EDUCATIONAL TOYS
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Publications
Annual toy guide with 150 recommended toys by experts and families.
www.guiadeljuguete.com

Our outputs

In print, web and App formats 5
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Toys, games and 

disabilities:

The importance of Universal 

2/ Research on toys for all
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The importance of Universal 

Design



Toy evaluation by  30 experts to check their adequacy for children 
with motor disabilities and visual and hearing impairments.

SAMPLE: 1.130 toys

Types of toys: Exercise, symbolic, assembly and games with rules.

METHODOLOGY: Accesibility diagnosis.
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Types of toys: Exercise, symbolic, assembly and games with rules.

Toys for different ages: 3 months - 12 y.o.

Visual impairment: Children with visual problems, from totally blind to children with some residual vision.

Hearing impairment: Children with hearing problems, from total deaf to children with some residual hearing.

Motor disabilities: Children with severe problems involving movement and object manipulation.



MAIN RESULTS for global accessibility

FOR CHILDREN WITH 
HEARING, MOTOR and VISUAL 
IMPAIRMENT

A quarter of the toys assessed were 
Accessible

No accessible 
76%

Accessible with no 
need for adaptation 
or help to be played  
5%
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accessible to children with the 3 types 
of disability, but in most cases they 
required some adaptation or help by 
another person to be used.

Only 5% of the toys analyzed are 
actually accessible for children with 
hearing, motor and visual impairment 
and did not required any adaptation of 
help to be played. Only that 5% met 
the requirement to be called “Toys 
designed for all”.  

Accessible
24%

The toys’ accessibility for the 3 types of disabilities decreases 
with the child’s age. Toys targeted to older children comply the 
“Design for all” premises to a lesser extent.



MAIN RESULTS FOR CHILDREN WITH…..

HEARING 
IMPAIRMENT
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MOTOR 
DISABILITIES

VISUAL 
IMPAIRMENT



ACCESSIBILITY PROBLEMS _ PLAY PATTERNS: guidelines to increase accessibility

Lack of motivation to move 
towards objects . They become 
more passive. 

They start playing later than other 
children , but not less or worse. 

They have a tendency towards 
simple and repetitive games and 
have low interest in toys based on

VISUAL IMPAIRMENT  

They are less able to follow play 
sequences . 

They have greater difficulties in 
substituting objects , for instance, playing 
with a banana as if it were a plane. 

HEARING IMPAIRMENT
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MOTOR IMPAIRMENT

They encounter difficulties to handle 

INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY 

They receive, process and organize 
information slowly and with 
difficulties. Toys to enable the 
reception of external information and 
the perception of sensory stimuli.

Playing as a stimulation tool to help 
children interact with others, 
improve their self-esteem, transfer 
and generalise what they learn in have low interest in toys based on

comprehending spatial elements .

They experience lack of imagination 
and difficulties to play symbolic 
games .

Big dependence on adults .

They encounter difficulties to handle 
most toys and games because they 
require movement precision and 
coordination skills that they don't have.

To activate a toy with a push button 
give them access to other devices such 
as a computer, a TV remote control, a 
light switch, etc.

and generalise what they learn in 
other situations and have fun. 

Most toys can be adequate for them. 
But each child’s development is so 
different , it is necessary to take 
consider the characteristics of each 
child instead of their age. 



Toys, Games and Early 
Childhood Intervention

Guidelines for designing 
useful toys in psycho-
pedagogical therapy
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pedagogical therapy

CDIAT APADIS 



1 DESCRIPTIVE PHASE: Search and description of 300 toys that experts use in Early 
Childhood Intervention centres. 

2 EVALUATION PHASE: Analysis on ludic and therapeutic uses of these toys for Early 
Childhood Intervention. Usabibility test . Most of the analyzed materials posed 
problems to babies when using them. 

METHODOLOGY. The research was developed in 4 phases: 
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3 CREATIVE PHASE: Evaluation of these toys defining new requirements . Creating a 
list of guidelines for improving toys and designing new play proposals that are suitable for 
this target age. 



From 0 to 2 years old

GUIDELINES FOR PARENTS AND INTERVENTION EXPERTS
How to improve child development through play
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AREAS OF INTERVENTION 

� Motor skills 
� Cognitive skills 
� Communication and speech 

GUIDELINES FOR PARENTS AND INTERVENTION EXPERTS
How to improve child development through play
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� Communication and speech 
� Socialization 
� Personal autonomy 



� More realistic sounds in toys.
� Adjustable brake systems in ride-on toys 

with a possible fixed brake position.
� Adjustable height in ride-on toys’ handles.
� Incorporation of zips in toys’ clothes.
� Incorporation of hook-and-loop fasteners 

Children aged 12-24 months 

� Black, white and red toys.
� Rattles with a maximum weight of 100 g 

and that are 8-12 cm long.
� First rattle: under 10 cm long, under 40 g 

and with a 1-cm-wide handle.
� Higher-pitched sounds in music toys.

Children aged 0-12 months 

GUIDELINES FOR DESIGNING TOYS TARGETED TO CHILDREN AGED 0-24 MONTHS
FOR TOY COMPANIES
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� Incorporation of hook-and-loop fasteners 
in block sets.

� Incorporation of wireless microphones in 
music toys (piano).

� Bicycles with adjustable seats.
� Incorporation of hand and feet fastening 

systems on bicycles/tricycles' handlebars 
or pedals (hook-and-loop fasteners, belts, 
straps...).

� Non-wooden shape sorters.
� Toys that require to fit pieces in (like 

shape sorters) should have holes that are 
big enough to fit pieces in easily

� Higher-pitched sounds in music toys.
� Adjustable height in gyms (between 65 

and 75 cm).
� Gyms with accessories like wedges and 

rollers that makes being seated easier 
(the wedges' base should be 15 cm long).

� Roly-poly toys with a wider range of lights 
and sounds.

� Activity centres with softer buttons that 
are easier to press.

� Incorporation of removable suction pads 
in toys to make stability easier.
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Which toys are the 
best for children with 
visual impairment?visual impairment?



3/ Selecting the best toys
for visual impairment

-Toys with vivid and contrasting colors (for children with 
some eyesight
-Toys with different textures, and /or with different sound 
and vibration effects
-Simple design, realistic and easily identifiable by touch 
-Realistic and anatomically correct dolls 
-Important to stimulate movements (gross motor skills), 
making them feel safe with the toy they handle
-Ride-on where they can feel secure. Very stable, with seat 
belt, harness.belt, harness.
-Compact and not easily disassembled. 
-With not too many small pieces. Comfortable to use and 
fast classification by touch. Light pieces
-Pleasant smells to distinguish or perceive
- Big sizes (for children with some eyesight)
-Toys based on sending verbal messages (walkie-talkies)
are particularly suitable
- Toys that represent their own reality
- Toys that facilitate the knowledge of Braille



Which are the best toys 
for children with 
hearing impairment?



3/ Selecting the best toys
for hearing impairment

-Avoid toys that only have sounds
-Toys that not only have auditory responses, but also 
visual
-The incorporation of smatphones or tablets can 
facilitate its use, not only sound but images and 
vibration are provided.
-Toys that allow children to feel vibrations
-Toys with adjustable volume
-Headphones with options to adjust the volume to the -Headphones with options to adjust the volume to the 
child’s hearing capabilities
-Reproductions of dolls with hearing aids
-Toys that help children communicate
-In board games: Change rules so the messages 
exchanged during the game are written, not spoken.



Which are the best 
toys for children with 
motor impairment?



3/ Selecting the best toys
for motor impairment

- Toys that require movements that children can control by 
themselves. 
- Very easy to grab with their hands or feet. Very light. 
- Easy to fit.
-No buttons or knobs. Very accessible and easy to operate. 
Magnetics.
-With light pieces, better textile and easy to grab.
-In big toys the dimensions should allow wheelchairs to fit in 
a way that children can have access to the front of the toy
-Offer the possibility of being disassembled in order to allow 
playing with the separate parts on a surface or a table.playing with the separate parts on a surface or a table.
-Toys that reproduce, imitate, or allow to modify their 
immediate reality 
-Light dolls. Easy to put on and remove clothing, with velcro
and closed hands.
-Place headrests or restraining vests and belts to help 
support the child’s position in ride-ons.
-Adaptation of the toy to activate it with an external switch 



Which are the best 
toys for children with 
intellectual disabilities?



3/ Selecting the best toys
for intellectual disability

-Toys with few pieces and little precision required
-Toys to exercise fine motor skills and improve their
autonomy
-Toys that offer tactile stimulation: with not sticky 
materials
-Toys to exercise fine motor skills in a creative way
-Toys to focalize the attention, stimulate concentration
-Toys that stimulate their cognitive development in an
easy and playful way
-Toys adequate to the maturity level and developmental
stage of each child. Look for more adult aestheticsstage of each child. Look for more adult aesthetics
-Toys that encorage them to move
-All sorts of symbolic games to help teach healthy 
habits,…
-Toys to create a schedule with customized routines
-Toys for learning emotions
-Toys that represent their own reality. 
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1/ Conclusion

There was a specific area related to therapy 

-The industry is becoming more aware of the 
opportunities to design toys for all children. We 
found examples that internationally prove that.

-But the industry should realize that most toys 
could be much more accessible without having to 
increment their cost.

- It is essential for companies and designers to be 
There was a specific area related to therapy 

toys in the last Hong Kong Toy Fair 2015. 

- It is essential for companies and designers to be 
aware and well-informed about applying universal 
design into the development of toys. 

-It is also important to disseminate guidelines for 
parents and experts that give them information 
about…TOYS & GAMES FOR ALL. How to 
select the best toys? And how to adapt them?



2/ Conclusion

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PARENTS

All children should have the same right to play with toys that are 
available on the market, regardless of the capabilities they have. 
Our guide provides suggestions for adapting those toys that can 
not be directly used by children with intellectual, motor, visual or 
hearing impairments.
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BOARD GAMES TRICYCLES

IMITATION HOME PLAY, 
DESKS AND PLAY TABLES

DOLLS

ASSEMBLY and 
BUILDING GAMES

TOYS FOR SPORTS 
AND AIMING

We can get everyone to enjoy and learn with most of the toys 
and games!



3/ Conclusion

From AIJU, we will continue contributing to 
increase inclusive play by promoting more 
accessible toys in the market. 

THANK YOU!
Maria Costa

mcosta@aiju.info

Noemí Rando

nrando@aiju.info


